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oOverviewv of
2000 Fuel Pool Cleanout Project
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@Overvie of SSES Refuefing Floor

P~rilncipal L ocations of P ro ect Workd
• Clean~out o)f Unit I an~d 2 lFuelL Poolts
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I leanout Project Scope
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-72o
-49 CR BLADES
- 72 LPRM STRINGS

- 4 IMu STRINGS

- 9 TIPS/ 4 EX-CORE

-TIOO FILTERS

- 136 CR BLADES

- 75 LPRM STRINGS

- IO IRM STRINGS

- 5 TIPS

- 84 FILTERS
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iLessons Learned Fromn 1991
-- v~ t .

@ Use of remote cameras
Remote dos montoren

@ Use ofs sheld walls for crane operator

0 ALRA Rsilts

- 1991 : 23.2 person-rem
-2000D 1)e L4 paf erson-em
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22000 Project Planning

@Detailed Pro'ect planning began in March 2000

@ 2000 Proecet Plan 'Included lessons learned

Project plan and procedures were reviewed for
perso)nneel and radiationL safety issues lby:

Station AL{ARA Comm~ittee

-Plant Operations Review Conmmittee

-Prj 'ect kick-off meetinEgs
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Yuel Pool Cleanout Project 2000
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Project Sponsor
Manager-Work Control Systems

Kevin Davison

Radiation Protection Manager Refuel Floor Manager
Duane Karchner

Manager - Nuclear Assurance Services

Floor Shift Managers
Kevin Kelenski PM - Days
Brian Cooper - Afternoons

/-----
, jl .

I Operations Rx Engineering I Health Physics L Effluents I NAS ] I Chem Nuclear | I Maintenance I
l
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2000 FUEL POOL CLEANOUT PROJECT
TIMELINE

10/12
Remove Advance
Crusher Shearer

from Cask Pit

5/5 - 6/23
Mobilization and
Dose Profiling

I I

9/6 - 10/10
8/31 - 9/6 Process

Advanced Crusher &Ship
7/5 - 8/22 Shearer Casks

Process and Ship Casks 1 -4 Maintenance 5 - 9

11/8- 11/29
Process
Vacuum
Filters &

Ship
Casks 10 - 11

11/29 - 12/21
Demobilize
Equipment

A_ __
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11/16/1
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7/1 8/1
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9tf1 10/1
A. A

12/1
A AA5/1/00 12/31/00

919100 10/12100 11/28/00 12/6/00
12/4/00

A Significant particle (as identified in NRC report)
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9 Initial Cont~roIls

a Ti eli e ofy Evnts

a Assessment of Significance
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Based on inte al experience an In ust g idelines
Job specific Radati Wn rk Pormets (RsP)
* Constant Health Physics coverage when withdrawing

items from the water

* Rinse of items pulled from water

Establish radioactive particle control zones

* Monitor workers for radioactive particles every
4 hours and when exiting control zone

* Survey equipment for radioactive particles when exiting
control zone
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* 6/12 Project begins

* 9/09 Radioactive particle detected on worlcer's
forearm when exiting refuel floor

- 12 Rem SDE

- Protective Actions

Revised RWP to require immediate frisks
of personnel after removing equipment
from the pool

Requ0red hoods and plastic aprons when
handling equipment that had been in ool 12



10/12 Identified a highly radioactive paricle during
movement of crsher-shearer.

e m dLiate es ponse:

STOPt W01RK -evacuated local area and refueling floor
- shielded particle
- treated entire refuel foor as radioactive particle control

zone and high radiation area

Subsequent Actions
- initiated root cause event review team
- assembled recovery team
- additional surveys

0 determined particle dose rate of 800 Rem/hour 13



Corrective Actions from Root. Cause Analysis
- WPs revised to require enhanced radioactive

particle controls
- Initiated radioactive particle tracking process
- Enhanced management oversight
- More detailed evolution planning

* 1 1/28 220 Rem/hour particle found on cask on
refuel floor (no dose)

* 12/04 200 Rem/hour particle found in crsher-
shearer tent (no dose)
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* 12/6 Radioactive particle found on worker's
protective shoe cover during radioactive particle frisk

- 17 Rem SDE

* Protective Actions
STOP WOR{K e, Terminated all high-risk evolutions

- Initiated comprehensive re-evaluation of events
- Conducted benchmarking phone survey

- INPO assist visit

- Remote imaging of refuel floor

- Communicated to workers
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Actual o regulato limits were xceeded.

-9/9/00 - 1 Rem SDE
12 /6O/0 - 17 Rem SDE

* Ftetial: Highly radioactive particles
idectified dcring ta e 2000 fuel psi nfcant es
pro'ect coul~d have resulted inL significant dos9es.
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Root Causes

X N -~MMMMO K, m = tgg~

e Lack of sensitivity by radiological protection
and station management to radiation risks
pose y roactive particleS

* Radiological controls did not adequately
mitigate the risks associated with radioactive
particles

- on the refueling floor

* Insufficient management and independent
oversight of high risk project evolutions 17



S8tation Sensitivity to

R~ad~ioactive Particle Rl..Isk

Contributing factors:

- Treatment of events as accepted occurrences

- General perception that controls were adequate

Industry documentation that characterizes these
events as skin dose conce ns

- Station focus on dose and dose limits rather than
near misses or adverse trends

- Inconsistent tracking of radioactive
particle events
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* Contributing factors
- Inadequate review of peer experience

- Unfamiliarity with geometry of equipment
- In-pool and refuel floor particle control

efforts were not state-ofthe-art
- RWEs did not provide strict requirements

for particle control
- No project-specific goal for articles
- Perception that more strict controls could

result in unproductive dose
19



AManagetnent and

Independen~t (Oversight

A Co~trilbutng factors
- No regularly scheduled update eetings with

senioer managem~ent

- Daly management meetings did not consistently
repor on the project

- Reports to management focused on successes
rather than challenges

- Minimal management presence on refuel floor
- Missed opportunities for use of independent

oversight
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C..,orrective Acfions

Established a defense-ndepth approach to control
of raioactive particles

- Enhanced site sensitivity to radiation risks
- Established better control of particles at source

- Implemented enhanced radiological monitoring

- Improved management oversight of high
risk evolutions

- Improvements to independent oversight
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Uorrective Actions

eEhanced sensitivity to radioactive particle issues
- Developed communication plan

-Revised procedures to higghlight potential risk

- Better use of corective action progra

- Engage Industry in evaluation of risk

- Incorporate lessons leamed into Training
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6 64C~orrecfive Action

lEstablished better control of particles at the source

- Use of operating experience/benchmarking/

- Identification of potentially affected systems

- Developed a particle pre-job checklist

- Evaluate other sources of Co-60

- Chemical decon of fuel pool cooling systems

- Evaluating equipment wash-down/
vacuuming techniques
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C".orrectieve Acetions

Implemented enhanced radiological monitoring

-Evaluated health physics survey techniques

More frequent cleaning of refueling floor
- Initiated use of remote survey tools

- Evaluate use of telemetry and area radiation
mornitors
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C-,orrective Actions

Improved management oversight of high
risk evolutions

- Improving work standards for radiation
area work
Incorporation of radiation protection
considerations into work plans

- Increase management presence in the plant

- Radiation protection management

- Two refuel floor supervisor positions created
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Corrective Action s

I mroymeents to independent oversight

- Revise nuclear assurance oversight
activities to specifically include
radioactive particle controls

- Improve line organization response
to findin~tgs anid recommendations
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• Station sensitivit1y to risks posed by

radioactive particl~es has 'increased
@ Radiological con~trol~s have been enlhanced

and reflect SSES anld lrndustry experience

@ Radiological management has becen
improved -fu~rth~er changes are ongoin~g
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konclusion

* Worker safety is our -riority
* Actual events did not result in dose 'i

excess of regulatory limits

* We recognize our controls were

a
inadeq~uate,

* StationL Response has b5een broad and
comrlprehensive
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